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The company
Eight Bells (8BELLS) is a 4-years old SME based in Nicosia, Cyprus. In 2020 8BELLS
established a new branch in Athens, Greece.

Delivers customisable solutions that enhance existing communication technologies
relevant to 5G, Cloud Computing, Internet of Things, Cybersecurity and specialized
software applications.

Specializes also in the Management of R&D projects (mainly H2020) and
Business and Technical Consulting.

Participates in more than 20 R&D projects.
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Our Projects
running Finished
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What is Contact Tracing
❑ December 2019 . The Wuhan area of China

was the first in the world to experience the
spread of novel Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19)

❑ It has since spread to many regions of the
world

❑ Most of the countries are going through the
second wave of infections

❑ The process of identifying an infected patient,
listing and following the people who may
have exposed themselves to the infection by
coming into contact with them is termed as
contact tracing
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❑The performance of conventional contact-tracing techniques (interviewing each

patient and contacting people that have been exposed to the patient) is quite

inadequate in urban areas and during disease peaks

❑The effectiveness of contact tracing relies on the faster growth of identified cases

than the number of new infections which is not possible in manual tracing

❑Digital tools utilizing existing technologies to gather information on the spread,

key symptoms, and means the virus is employing to transfer are reckoned to be

an effective response

❑29 countries around the world are now using mobile data to help with contact

tracing COVID-19 cases

Contact Tracing Methods
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❑The methods involved with COVID-19 tracing are typically split into:

a. Broadcasting: where governments share the location of those who have been

proven to be infected

b. Selective broadcasting: where governments do not send out the information

to the public about carriers and send only to a selected group, such as people

within a geographical area.

c. Unicast: where people are informed when a carrier moves into contact with

another person

d. Participatory sharing: where users share their locations with a central

authority. Susceptible to abuse from malicious users entities

Digital Contact Tracing
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❑UWB 5G: 5G networks use large antenna arrays and ultra-wide bandwidths

(UWB). They enable a decimetre level accuracy in location systems. Unlike

other positioning technologies such as GPS, Bluetooth or WiFi, UWB

technology uses RF signal’s Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) or Time of

Flight to estimate the distance between target and reference base station,

providing more accuracy with much more precise range measurement.

However, these systems are not yet fully operational.

5G and Contact Tracing
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❑The attempts so far have led to criticisms on privacy and data protection

❑Apple and Google chose perhaps the most privacy-friendly of the many different

schemes that could allow automated smartphone contact tracing

❑Blockchain-enabled fully distributed privacy-preserving solutions for COVID-19

contact tracing become available

❑Can our privacy be guaranteed?

Contact Tracing and Privacy
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❑Aims to design and develop an analySis software scheme of uNiform statistiCal sampling,
aUdit and defence processes

❑The name comes from the Roman god of Trust

❑Involves 15 Partners from 8 European countries

❑It will formalise the logic of expressing (for the first time) the notions of cyber security
and digital privacy by means of final formulas

❑SANCUS will fuse security and privacy into optimisation strategies to acquire the truly
optimum defence recommendation in dynamic manner

SANCUS Overview
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❑To identify and classify the technical requirements and the EU SELP policy aspects for
designing, developing and integrating the proposed solution.

❑To design and implement methods of automated firmware security validation (FiV)
and testing based on wide‐ranging pipeline of analysers and samplers for maximising the
surface of vulnerability and risk discovery.

❑To design and develop new method of automated code integrity verification (CiV) by
combining taint, fuzzing and symbolic execution analysis for improving security
assessment accuracy, efficiency and searching speed.

❑To design and develop new method of automated network security validation and
verification (SiD) focusing on open‐source network development environments based on
Docker and Kubernetes technologies.

Measurable Objectives 1/2
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❑To design and develop new network attack configuration and emulation tool (AcE)
using state‐of‐the‐art AI/ML techniques for emulating complex cyber‐attacks and
generating traffic in container environments.

❑To propose revolutionary MiU modelling of the IoT unit for expressing the trade‐off
between cyber security, digital privacy and QoS reliability by means of final formulas
based on fundamental mathematical theories.

❑To design game implicit optimisation (GiO) approach for maximising the
security‐vs‐privacy‐vs‐reliability efficiency using effective duality‐free solution methods.

❑To design and establish operational cloud‐native network platform that integrates the
enabling 5G technologies and the engines, mechanisms, tools, solutions developed.

Measurable Objectives 2/2
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❑Analysing a firmware image using the developed FiV and CiV modules
o The FiV engine will perform automated validation of firmware images at massive scale.
o The CiV engine will perform automated verification and auditing of the unpacked OEM firmware

images against risk factors

❑Developing and using the SID engine
o The proposed SiD engine is linked to the CiV and FiV engines for dimensioning different

insights on vulnerabilities from both code and system levels

❑Transferring the 5G network core processes in a containerized environment

❑Cloud native core services

❑The Attack Configuration Engine (AcE) will be used for configuring and emulating
container services, applications and security mechanisms, as well as, modelling complex
cyber‐attacks

Main Deliverables
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Use Cases
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Automated 5G Core network, IoT and container application security 
(Virtualization & Management Layer)

I. provides effective detection of cyber threats in the early stages of an attack

II. mitigates and reduces the impact of the attacks in the network and in the 
end‐users’ equipment, in order to take the necessary actions to protect them

III. applies its security functions, benchmarks the degree of protection against 
the current model of security management and over a number of advanced 
security threats

IV. protects against container attacks, within, between and outside containers

PUC1
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Automated firmware security and code integrity validation and 
purification (Firmware Layer)

I. provides effective detection of malicious firmware

II. mitigates the impact of the malicious firmware on the network and its
devices

III. accurately reports the security risks, by only relying on its automated
analysis of the binary firmware's of its devices. Emphasis will be given on
auditing the outcomes with respect to each device

PUC2
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Automated cybersecurity optimization in distributed networks 
(Virtualization, Management, Firmware Layer)

❑Keeping firewalls, routers, switches and other devices configured along with
effective security policy management is a complicated process.

❑The key is to design, deploy and support these solutions for ensuring that the
network can dynamically run optimally and that organizations can benefit
from latest policy updates and solutions offerings.

❑SANCUS aims to support cybersecurity assessments at Virtualization,
Management & Firmware Layers and to evaluate its capacity for optimizing
the security‐vs‐privacy‐vs‐reliability performance of the network
dynamically and automatically.

PUC3
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❑leading Exploitation plan, business analysis and knowledge transfer
❑contributing to designing the use-cases, defining the requirements and the

architecture of SANCUS
❑helping with identification and classification of security concerns in the

OEM supply chain, connectivity approaches in the scope of 5G cloud-native
system network

❑contributing to digital security in the cloud-native core services and model
complex cyber-attacks.

❑contributing to the system demonstration validation and integration,
specifically in the planning of the demonstration and validation scenarios, in
the scenario-driven attacks and the framework of evaluation.

EIGHT BELLS Role
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Synergies
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Thank you for your attention

Dr. Nikolaos Pitropakis, Cybersecurity Domain Director nikolaos.pitropakis@8bellsresearch.com


